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A STABILITY TRANSFER THEOREM IN D-TAME METRIC
ABSTRACT ELEMENTARY CLASSES
PEDRO ZAMBRANO
Abstract. In this paper, we study a stability transfer theorem in d-tame
Metric Abstract Elementary classes, in a similar way as in [BaKuVa],
but using superstability-like assumptions which involves a new indepen-
dence notion (Tame Independence) instead of ℵ0-locality.
1. Introduction
Discrete tame Abstract Elementary Classes are a very special kind of Ab-
stract Elementary Classes (shortly, AECs) which have a categoricity transfer
theorem (see [GrVa]) and a nice stability transfer theorem (see [BaKuVa]).
In fact -under ℵ0-tameness and ℵ0-locality (assuming LS(K) = ℵ0)-, J.
Baldwin, D. Kueker and M. VanDieren proved in [BaKuVa] that ℵ0-Galois-
stability implies κ-Galois-stability for every cardinality κ. First, they proved
that ℵ0-Galois-stability implies ℵn-Galois stability for every n < ω (in
fact, their argument works for getting κ-Galois-stability if cf(κ) > ω) and
so (by ℵ0-locality) ℵω-Galois-stable (where the same argument works for
getting κ-Galois stability if cf(κ) = ω).
Metric Abstract Elementary Classes (for short, MAECs) correspond to a
kind of amalgam between AECs and Continuous Logic Elementary Classes,
although we drop uniformly continuity of the symbols of the languages (for
our purposes, it is enough to take closed functions). In this setting, it is
enough to consider dense subsets of the models, so this is the reason be-
cause all our analysis considers density character instead of cardinality of
the models. In general, we can define a distance between Galois-types in
this setting, which is a metric under suitable assumptions (see [Hi, ViZa]).
Because of that, we adapt a notion of Tameness using these new tools given
in this setting.
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In section 2, we study a suitable notion of independence (which we call
Tame Independence) which we use for proving the stability transfer theo-
rem in this setting. This is one of the differences between our paper and
[BaKuVa] -they just used a combinatoric argument to get their result-. in
this paper, also we strongly use superstability-like assumptions (ε-locality,
assumption 3.3) to get our main theorem.
In section 3, we provide the proof of our main result of stability transfer
theorem, which -roughly speaking- says that under d-tameness, ℵ0 and
ℵ1-d-stability and some suitable superstablity-like assumptions -via tame
independence- we have κ-d-stability for all cardinality κ.
2. An independence notion in d-tame metric abstract elementary
classes.
In this section, we provide a definition of tameness adapted to the setting
of metric abstract elementary classes and a suitable notion of independence,
which we will use in section 3 for proving an upward stability transfer the-
orem.
This section is devoted to develop a suitable notion of stability towards
proving the following fact:
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a µ-d-tame (for some µ < κ) MAEC. Suppose that
K is [LS(K), κ)-cofinally-d-stable. Define
λ := min{θ < κ : µ < θ andK is θ-d-stable },
ζ := min{ξ : 2ξ > λ}
and
ζ∗ := max{µ+, ζ}.
If cf(κ) ≥ ζ∗ thenK is κ-d-stable.
We will provide a proof of theorem 3.1 in section 3.
Under superstability-like assumptions (ε-locality) on a notion of inde-
pendence which we will define in this section, the theorem above implies
κ-d-stability for every κ.
For the basic notions and facts in MAECs, we refer the reader to [Hi,
ViZa]. For the sake of completeness, we provide some of the most relevant
notions and facts which we use in this paper.
Definition 2.1. Let (X, τ) be a topological space. The density character of
(X, τ) is defined as the minimum cardinality of a dense subset of X.
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Definition 2.2 (distance between Galois types). LetK be an MAEC with AP
and JEP -so Galois types over a model M correspond to orbits of automor-
phisms of a fixed monster model M which fix M pointwise-. Let M ∈ K
and p, q ∈ ga-S(M). Define d(p, q) := inf{d(a, b) : a, b ∈ M, a |=
p and b |= q}.
Definition 2.3. LetK be an MAEC with AP and JEP. We say thatK has the
Continuity Type Property1 (for short, CTP) iff for any convergent sequence
(an)n<ω in M, if (an) → a and ga-tp(an/M) = ga-tp(a0/M) for all
n < ω, then ga-tp(a/M) = ga-tp(a0/M).
Fact 2.4 (Hirvonen-Hyttinen). Let K be an MAEC with AP and JEP. d de-
fined as above is a metric iff K has the CTP.
Most of the natural examples (e.g., Banach Spaces and Elementary Con-
tinuous Logic Classes) satisfy CTP. So, we may assume that distance be-
tween Galois types is in fact a metric.
Definition 2.5 (λ-d-stability). Let K be an MAEC with AP and JEP and
λ ≥ LS(K). We say that K is λ-d-stable iff given anyM ∈ K with density
character λ, dc(ga-S(M)) ≤ λ
Definition 2.6 (Cofinal-d-stability). Let K be an MAEC with AP and JEP
and LS(K) ≤ λ < κ. We say that K is [λ, κ)-cofinally-d-stable iff given
θ ∈ [λ, κ) there exists θ ′ ≥ θ in [λ, κ) such that K is θ ′-d-stable.
Definition 2.7 (Universality). Let K be an MAEC and M ≺K N in K. We
say that N is µ-d-universal overM iff for everyM ′ ≻K M of density char-
acter µ there exists a K-embedding f : M ′ → N which fixes M pointwise.
We say thatN is d-universal overM iff it is dc(M)-d-universal. We drop d
if the metric context is clear.
Under d-stability, universal models exist.
Fact 2.8. Let K be a µ-d-stable MAEC. Given M ∈ K of density character
µ, there existsM ′ ≻K M universal overM.
µ-Tameness in (discrete) AECs says that the difference between two Galois-
types p, q ∈ ga-S(M) is given by some N ≺K M of size µ. Since in this
setting we have a distance between Galois-types (see [Hi]), so we adapt this
notion to the metric setting.
Definition 2.9 (d-tameness). Let K be a MAEC and µ ≥ LS(K). We say
that K is µ-d-tame iff for every ε > 0 there exists δε > 0 such that if for
any M ∈ K of density character ≥ µ we have that d(p, q) ≥ ε where
p, q ∈ ga-S(M), then there exists N ≺K M of density character µ such
that d(p ↾ N, q ↾ N) ≥ δε.
1CTP is called Perturbation Property in [Hi]
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Assumption 2.10. The definitions given below use λ, µ and ζ∗ defined above.
So, throughout this section, we assume that K is a µ-d-tame and a λ-d-
stable MAEC. Also, we suppose that K satisfies AP and JEP, so we may able
to construct a homogeneous monster model M ∈ K and we consider the
Galois-types overM ∈ K as orbits under Aut(M/M).
As we did in the definition of d-tameness, we can adapt the notion of
splitting to MAECs using the distance between Galois-types.
Definition 2.11. Let N ≺K M and ε > 0. We say that ga-tp(a/M) tame-
< ζ∗-ε-splits overN iff for every submodelN ′ ≺K Nwith density character
< ζ∗, there are models N ′ ≺K N1, N2 ≺K M with density character < ζ∗
and h : N1 ∼=N ′ N2 such that d(ga-tp(a/N2), h(ga-tp(a/N1)) ≥ ε. If it is
clear, we drop < ζ∗ and we just say that ga-tp(a/M) tame-ε-splits overN.
If ga-tp(a/M) does not tame-ε-split overN, we denote that by a
⌣
|
T,ε
N
M.
N1 N2
f
N ′
N
M
b
a
Definition 2.12. Let N ≺K M. We say that a is tame-independent from
M over N iff for every ε > 0 we have that a
⌣
|
T,ε
N
M. We denote this by
a
⌣
|
T
N
M
In the rest of this section we will prove some basic properties of tame
independence.
Proposition 2.13 (Monotonicity). Let M0 ≺K M1 ≺K M2 ≺K M3 and
suppose that a
⌣
|
T
M0
M3. Then a⌣|
T
M1
M2.
Proof. Since a
⌣
|
T
M0
M3, given ε > 0 there exists a model N ′ ≺K M0 with
density character < ζ∗ such that for every models N ′ ≺K N1
h
∼=N ′ N2 ≺K
M3 with density character < ζ∗ we have that
d(ga-tp(a/N2), ga-tp(h(a)/N2)) < ε. But we have that N ′ ≺K M1
and also it holds in particular if N ′ ≺K N1
h
∼=N ′ N2 ≺K M2. Therefore,
a
⌣
|
T
M1
M2.
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Prop. 2.13
Fact 2.14 (Invariance). Let f ∈ Aut(M). If a
⌣
|
T,ε
N
M then f(a)
⌣
|
T,ε
f(N)
f(M).
The following fact strongly uses the λ-d-stability hypothesis.
Proposition 2.15 (Locality). For every N, a and every ε > 0 there exists
M ≺K N of density character < ζ
∗ such that a
⌣
|
T,ε
M
N.
Proof. Suppose that there exists p := ga-tp(a/N) such that p 6
⌣
|
T,ε
M
N for
everyM ≺K N with density character < ζ∗. If a ∈ N, it is straightforward
to see that p does not ε-split over its domain. Then, suppose that a /∈ N.
We will construct a sequence of models 〈Mα, Nα,1, Nα,2 : α < ζ〉 in
the following way: First, take M0 ≺K N as any submodel of density char-
acter < ζ∗.
Suposse α := γ + 1 and that Mγ (with density character < ζ∗) has
been constructed. Therefore p ε-splits over Mγ. Then there exist Mγ ≺K
Nγ,1, Nγ,2 ≺K N with density character < ζ
∗ and Fγ : Nγ,1 ∼=Mγ Nγ,2
such that d(Fγ(p ↾ Nγ,1), p ↾ Nγ,2) ≥ ε. Take Mγ+1 ≺K N a submodel
of size < ζ∗ which contains |Nγ,1| ∪ |Nγ,2|. At limit stages α < ζ, take
Mα :=
⋃
γ<αMγ.
Remark 2.16. Notice that 〈Mγ : γ < ζ〉 is a ≺K-increasing and continuous
sequence such that a 6
⌣
|
T,ε
Mγ
Mγ+1 for every γ < ζ (because Mγ+1 contains
the models that witness the ε-tame splitting).
Let us construct a sequence 〈M∗α : α ≤ ζ〉 of models and a tree 〈hη : η ∈
α2〉 (α ≤ ζ) of K-embeddings such that:
(1) γ < α impliesM∗γ ≺K M
∗
α.
(2) M∗α :=
⋃
γ<αM
∗
γ if α is limit.
(3) γ < α and η ∈ α2 imply that hη↾γ ⊂ hη.
(4) hη : Mα → M∗α for every η ∈
α2.
(5) If η ∈ γ2 then hη⌢0(Nγ,1) = hγ⌢1(Nγ,2)
TakeM∗0 :=M0 and h〈〉 := idM0 .
If α is limit, takeM∗α :=
⋃
γ<αM
∗
γ and if η ∈
α2 define hη :=
⋃
γ<α hη↾γ.
If α := γ + 1, let η ∈ γ2. Take hη ⊃ hη any automorphism of the
monster model M (this is possible becauseM is homogeneous).
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Notice that hη ◦ Fγ(Nγ,1) = hη(Nγ,2). Define hη⌢0 as any extension
of hη ◦Fγ toMγ+1 and hη⌢1 as hη ↾Mγ+1. TakeM∗γ+1 ≺K N as any model
with density character < ζ∗ which contains hη⌢l(Mγ+1) for any η ∈ γ2
and l = 0, 1.
Take Hη an automorphism of M which extends hη, for every η ≤ ζ2.
Claim 2.17. If η 6= ν ∈ ζ2 then d(ga-tp(Hη(a)/M∗ζ), ga-tp(Hν(a)/M
∗
ζ)) ≥
ε.
Proof. Suppose not, then d(ga-tp(Hη(a)/M∗ζ), ga-tp(Hν(a)/M
∗
ζ)) < ε. Let
ρ := η∧ν. Without loss of generality, suppose that ρ⌢0 ≤ η and ρ⌢1 ≤ ν.
Let γ := length(ρ). Since hρ⌢0(Nγ,1) = hρ⌢1(Nγ,2) ≺K M
∗
ζ, therefore
d(ga-tp(Hη(a)/hρ⌢0(Nγ,1)), ga-tp(Hν(a)/hρ⌢1(Nγ,2)) < ε. Also
d(ga-tp(H−1ν ◦Hη(a)/Fγ(Nγ,1)), ga-tp(a/Nγ,2)) =
d(ga-tp(Hη(a)/hρ⌢0(Nγ,1)), ga-tp(Hν(a)/hρ⌢1(Nγ,2)) < ε
(sinceHν is an isometry, hρ⌢0 = hρ◦Fγ, ρ < ν, ρ⌢0 ≤ η and ρ⌢1 ≤ ν).
Since H−1ν ◦ Hη(a) ⊃ Fγ, then d(Fγ(p ↾ Nγ,1), p ↾ Nγ,2) < ε, which
contradicts the choice of Nγ,1, Nγ,2 and Fγ. Claim 2.17
We have that dc(M∗ζ) ≤ λ (because dc(M
∗
ζ) ≤ ζ
∗ ·ζ = max{µ+, ζ} ·ζ ≤
λ). Take M∗ ≻K M∗ζ of density character λ; so by claim 2.17 we have that
dc(ga-S(M∗)) ≥ 2ζ > λ, which contradicts λ-d-stability. Prop. 2.15
Proposition 2.18 (Weak stationarity over universal models). For every ε > 0
there exists δ such that for everyN0 ≺K N1 ≺K N2 and every a, b, if N1 is
universal over N0, a, b⌣|
T,δ
N0
N2 and
d(ga-tp(a/N1), ga-tp(b/N1)) < δ,
therefore
d(ga-tp(a/N2), ga-tp(b/N2)) < ε.
Proof. Take δ := δε/3 (see definition of tameness, 2.9). Let N∗ ≺K N0
be a model of size < ζ∗ which witnesses a, b
⌣
|
T,δ
N0
N2. Let M◦ ≺K N2
be a model of density character µ. Let M∗ ≺K N2 be a model of density
character < ζ∗ which contains |N∗| ∪ |M◦|. Since N1 is universal over N0,
so it is < ζ∗-universal over N∗. Therefore, there exist a model M ′ such
that N∗ ≺K M
′ ≺K N1 and an isomorphism f : M
′
f
∼=N∗ M
∗. Since N∗
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witnesses that a, b
⌣
|
T,δ
N0
N2 and N∗ ≺K M ′
f
∼=N∗ M
∗ ≺K N2, therefore
d(ga-tp(a/M∗), ga-tp(f(a)/M∗)) < δ
and
d(ga-tp(b/M∗), ga-tp(f(b)/M∗)) < δ.
Also, since f is an isometry, by hypothesis we have that
d(ga-tp(f(a)/M∗), ga-tp(f(b)/M∗)) = d(ga-tp(a/M ′), ga-tp(b/M ′))
≤ d(ga-tp(a/N1), ga-tp(b/N1))
< δ
Therefore:
d(ga-tp(a/M◦), ga-tp(b/M◦)) ≤ d(ga-tp(a/M∗), ga-tp(b/M∗))
≤ d(ga-tp(a/M∗), ga-tp(f(a)/M∗))
+d(ga-tp(f(a)/M∗), ga-tp(f(b)/M∗))
+d(ga-tp(f(b)/M∗), ga-tp(b/M∗))
< 3δ = δε
By µ-d-tameness, we have that d(ga-tp(a/N2), ga-tp(b/N2)) < ε.
Prop. 2.18
3. A stability transfer theorem
First, we provide a general stability transfer theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a µ-d-tame (for some µ < κ) MAEC. Suppose
that K is [LS(K), κ)-cofinally-d-stable. Define λ := min{θ < κ : µ <
θ andK is θ-d-stable }, ζ := min{ξ : 2ξ > λ} and ζ∗ := max{µ+, ζ}. If
cf(κ) ≥ ζ∗ thenK is κ-d-stable.
Proof. Suppose that this proposition is false. LetM ∈ K be a model of den-
sity character κ such that there are ai (i < κ+) such that
d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj)/M) ≥ ε for every i < j < κ+ and for some fixed
ε > 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatM is the completion of
the union of a≺K-increasing sequence (Mi : i < cf(κ)) such that LS(K) ≤
dc(Mi) < κ andMi+1 is universal overMi (this is possible by fact 2.8 and
cofinal-d-stability), for every i < cf(κ). By proposition 2.15, for every ε > 0
and every i < κ+ there exists Mi,ε ≺K M of density character < ζ∗ such
that ai⌣|
T,ε
Mi,ε
M. Since dc(Mi,ε) < ζ∗ ≤ cf(κ), there exists ji < cf(κ) such
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that Mi,ε ≺K Mji . By monotonicity of ⌣|
T,ε, we have that ai⌣|
T,ε
Mji
M. By
pigeon-hole principle, there exists i∗ < cf(κ) and X ⊂ κ+ of size κ+ such
that for every k ∈ X we have that ak⌣|
T,ε
Mji∗
M. By proposition 2.18, there
exists δ > 0 such that d(ga-tp(ak/Mji∗+1), ga-tp(aj/Mji∗+1)) ≥ δ. By hy-
pothesisK is [LS(K), κ)-cofinally-d-stable, hence there exists dc(Mji∗+1) ≤
θ ′ < κ such that K is θ ′-d-stable; we can takeM∗ ≻K Mji∗+1 with density
character θ ′, so d(ga-tp(ak/M∗), ga-tp(aj/M∗)) ≥ δ for every j 6= k ∈ X
(this contradicts θ ′-d-stability). Prop. 3.1
The following corollary lets us go up from d-stability in ℵ0 and ℵ1 to
d-stability in ℵn for every n < ω.
Corollary 3.2. Let K be an ℵ0-d-tame MAEC. Suppose that K is ℵ0-d-
stable and ℵ1-d-stable. Then K is ℵn-d-stable for all n < ω
Proof. Consider µ := ℵ0 and κ := ℵ2. Notice that λ := min{θ < κ :
µ < θ and K is θ-d-stable } = ℵ1 and ζ := min{ξ : 2ξ > λ} ≤ ℵ1. So,
ζ∗ := max{µ+, ζ} = ℵ1 (independently if CH holds). In this case, a⌣|
T
N
M
(based on < ζ∗-ε-non splitting) means that given ε there exists a separable
model Nε ≺K N such that a⌣|
ε
Nε
M. Notice that cf(κ) = ℵ2 ≥ ζ∗ = ℵ1,
so by theorem 3.1 we have thatK isℵ2-d-stable. By an inductive argument,
we have that K is ℵn-d-stable for all n < ω. Cor. 3.2
The following corollary says that, under the superstability-like assump-
tion below, we can get ℵω-d-stability from d-stability in ℵn for every n <
ω.
Assumption 3.3 (ε-locality). For every tuple a, every ε > 0 and every in-
creasing and continuous ≺K-chain of models 〈Mi : i < σ〉, there exists
j < σ such that a
⌣
|
T,ε
Mj
⋃
i<σMi.
Corollary 3.4. Let K be a ℵ0-d-tame, ℵ0-d-stable and ℵ1-d-stable MAEC
which satisfies assumption 3.3. Then K is ℵω-d-stable.
Proof. By corollary 3.2, K is ℵn-d-stable for all n < ω. By reductio ad ab-
surdum, suppose M is not ℵω-d-stable. So, there exists M ∈ K of density
character ℵω such that dc(ga-S(M)) ≥ ℵω+1. Without loss of general-
ity, we may assume M is the completion of the union of a K-increasing
and continuous chain {Mn : i < ω} where dc(Mn) = ℵn and Mn+1
is universal over Mn for all n < ω (this is possible by fact 2.8 and ℵn-
d-stability). So, there exist ε > 0 and ai ∈ M (i < ℵω+1) such that
d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj/M)) ≥ ε for all i 6= j < ℵω+1 (we can find
them using the same argument when the space is not separable, because
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cf(ℵω+1) > ω, see [Li, Wi]).
By ℵ0-d-tameness, there exists δε > 0 such that for every p, q ∈ ga-S(M),
if d(p, q) ≥ ε then there exists M ′ ≺K M of density character ℵ0 such
that d(p ↾M ′, q ↾M ′) ≥ δε (see definition 2.9). Define δ := δε/3.
On the other hand, given i < ℵω+1, by the superstability-like assumption
3.3 there exists ni < ω such that ai⌣|
T,δ
Mni
M. Since cf(ℵω+1) = ℵω+1 >
ω, by pigeon-hole principle there exists a fixed n < ω and X ⊂ ℵω+1 of
size ℵω+1 such that ai⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M for all i ∈ X.
Notice that for every i 6= j ∈ X, d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj/M)) ≥ ε and
ai, aj⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M. We may say that
d(ga-tp(ai/Mn+1), ga-tp(aj/Mn+1)) ≥ δ.
If not, suppose d(ga-tp(ai/Mn+1), ga-tp(aj/Mn+1)) < δ. Let N∗ ≺K Mn
be a model of size ℵ0 which witnesses ai, aj⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M. Let M◦ ≺K M be
any model of density character ℵ0. Let M∗ ≺K M be a model of density
character ℵ0 which contains |N∗| ∪ |M◦|. Since Mn+1 is universal over
Mn, so it is universal overN∗. Therefore, there exist a modelM ′ such that
N∗ ≺K M
′ ≺K Mn+1 and an isomorphism f : M
′
f
∼=N∗ M
∗. Since N∗
witnesses that ai, aj⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M and N∗ ≺K M ′
f
∼=N∗ M
∗ ≺K M, therefore
d(ga-tp(ai/M
∗), ga-tp(f(ai)/M
∗)) < δ
and
d(ga-tp(aj/M
∗), ga-tp(f(aj)/M
∗)) < δ
SinceM ′ ≺K Mn+1, we have that
d(ga-tp(ai/M
′), ga-tp(aj/M
′)) ≤ d(ga-tp(ai/Mn+1), ga-tp(aj/Mn+1))
< δ
so,
d(ga-tp(f(ai)/M
∗), ga-tp(f(aj)/M
∗)) = d(ga-tp(ai/M
′), ga-tp(aj/M
′))
< δ
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Therefore:
d(ga-tp(ai/M
◦), ga-tp(aj/M
◦)) ≤ d(ga-tp(ai/M
∗), ga-tp(aj/M
∗))
≤ d(ga-tp(ai/M
∗), ga-tp(f(ai)/M
∗))
+d(ga-tp(f(ai)/M
∗), ga-tp(f(aj)/M
∗))
+d(ga-tp(f(aj)/M
∗), ga-tp(aj/M
∗))
< 3δ = δε
By ℵ0-d-tameness, we have that d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj/M)) < ε (con-
tradiction).
Hence dc(ga-S(Mn+1)) ≥ ℵω+1 > ℵn+1, contradicting ℵn+1-d-stability.
Cor. 3.4
Corollary 3.5 (weak superstability). Let K be an ℵ0-d-tame, ℵ0-d-stable
andℵ1-d-stable MAEC, which also satisfies assumption 3.3 (countable local-
ity of ε-splitting). Then K is κ-d-stable for every cardinality κ.
Proof. By induction on all cardinalities κ ≥ ℵ0, we prove that K is κ-d-
stable. By hypothesis, we haveK is ℵ0 and ℵ1-d-stable.
SupposeK is λ-d-stable for all λ < κ. Notice that µ = ℵ0, λ = min{θ > µ :
K is θ-d-stable } = ℵ1, ζ = min{ξ : 2ξ > λ} ≤ ℵ1 and ζ∗ = max{µ+, ζ} =
ℵ1. If cf(κ) > ℵ0 then cf(κ) ≥ ℵ1 = ζ∗, then by theorem 3.1 K is κ-d-
stable.
If cf(κ) = ω, the argument given in corollary 3.4 works for proving that
K is κ-d-stable. For the sake of completeness, we provide the proof if
cf(κ) = ω. Let Λ : ℵ0 → κ be a cofinal mapping. By hypothesis, K is
Λ(n)-d-stable. By reductio ad absurdum, suppose M is not κ-d-stable. So,
there exists M ∈ K of density character κ such that dc(ga-S(M)) ≥ κ+.
Without loss of generality, we may assume M is the completion of the
union of a ≺K-increasing and continuous chain {Mn : i < ω} where
dc(Mn) = Λ(n) and Mn+1 is universal over Mn for all n < ω (this is
possible by fact 2.8 andΛ(n)-d-stability). Given ε > 0, let ai ∈M (i < κ+)
be such that d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj/M)) ≥ ε for all i 6= j < κ+. Let
δ := δε/3 (where δε is given in definition 2.9 -tameness-). On the other
hand, given i < κ+, by the superstability-like assumption 3.3 there exists
ni < ω such that ai⌣|
T,δ
Mni
M. Since cf(κ+) = κ+ > ω, by the pigeon-
hole principle there exists a fixed n < ω and X ⊂ κ+ of size κ+ such that
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ai⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M for all i ∈ X.
Notice that for every i 6= j ∈ X, d(ga-tp(ai/M), ga-tp(aj/M)) ≥ ε and
ai, aj⌣|
T,δ
Mn
M. So, by the argument given in corollary 3.4 we may say
d(ga-tp(ai/Mn+1), ga-tp(aj/Mn+1)) ≥ δ.
Hence dc(ga-S(Mn+1)) ≥ κ+ > Λ(n+ 1), which contradicts Λ(n+ 1)-d-
stability. Cor. 3.5
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